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Proofs of several theorems from this paper were thought to be too technical to in-
terest many readers of theMAGAZINE. We offer them her to benefit those who would
like to learn more about this subject.

Proofs of the theorems

THEOREM 2. Every complete graph isn-monophilic for alln ≥ 2.

Proof. Let Km denote the complete graph onm vertices. Given ann-color list for
each vertex ofKm, let p denote the probability of obtaining a match. We will prove
that having identical lists minimizes̄p = 1− p.

To computep̄, we divide the number of proper colorings by the total number of
ways to color the vertices. The latter is justnm, regardless of whether or not the lists
are identical. So it’s enough to show that the number of proper colorings is minimized
when all the lists are identical.

If n < m, i.e., there are more vertices than colors, then a match cannot be avoided
when all the lists are identical, since all the vertices are adjacent to each other. So the
number of proper colorings is zero, and we are done. So we’ll assumen ≥ m.

Let’s try to count the number of proper colorings for an arbitrary set ofn-color
lists. Denote the vertices ofKm by v1, · · · , vm. There aren ways to choose a color for
v1. Having picked colors forv1, · · · , vk, wherek ∈ {1, · · · , n− 1}, there areat least
n− k ways to pick a color forvk+1. If all the lists are identical, then this lower bound
of n− k is in fact achieved, because: (1) all the vertices are adjacent; so (2)v1, · · · , vk

must havek distinct colors; and (3) thesek colors appear in the list forvk+1. Therefore
there are always at leastn(n− 1) · · · (n−m + 1) proper colorings forKm, and this
lower bound is achieved if all the lists are identical.

THEOREM 3. Every tree isn-monophilic for alln ≥ 2.

Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 7 by using induction on the number
of edges of the tree.

To prove the next theorem, we consider a path withk ≥ 1 edges where each vertex
of degree two has ann-color list and each of the two terminal vertices (of degree one)
has an(n − 1)-color list; we call this a(k, n)-path. Denote the color list of each
vertexv by Lv.
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LEMMA 1. If a (k, n)-path has the smallest possible number of proper colorings
among all(k, n) paths, then itsn-color lists are all identical and contain its(n− 1)-
color lists as subsets. For any(k, n)-path whosen-color lists are identical and contain
its (n− 1)-color lists as subsets, letAk denote the number of proper colorings when
the (n − 1)-color lists are identical, and letBk denote the corresponding number
when they are not identical. Then, fork ≥ 1, Ak −Bk = (−1)k.

Proof. Let α be a(k, n)-path,v one of its terminal vertices, andw the vertex ad-
jacent tov. For each colorc in the (n − 1)-color list Lv, let Pc denote the number
of proper colorings ofα with c assigned tov. Suppose there is a colorc that is inLv

but not inLw. Then by replacingc with a color that is inLw but not inLv, we can
reducePc without changingPd for any colord 6= c in Lv. Thus, ifα has the smallest
possible number of proper colorings then each of the(n− 1)-color lists is a subset of
then-color lists.

Next we show that ifα has the smallest possible number of proper colorings then
its n-color lists must be identical. Fork = 1 andk = 2 there is nothing to show, so
supposek ≥ 3. Lv contains at least two colors,c1 andc2. From above, for eachci,
Pci

is minimized only ifLw − {ci} is a subset of then-color list of the vertexw′ 6= v
adjacent tow; this impliesLw = L′w. Thus, by induction onk, all then-color lists of
α must be identical.

Now supposeα has identicaln-color lists and identical(n− 1)-color lists which
are subsets of then-color lists. Then, for each of then− 1 colors assigned tov, there
remains an(n− 1)-color list of possibilities forw, and this list is not the same as the
(n− 1)-color list of the other terminal vertex ofα. Thus we get

Ak = (n− 1)Bk−1

By a similar reasoning, we see that

Bk = Ak−1 + (n− 2)Bk−1

Subtracting the second equation from the first gives

Ak −Bk = (−1)(Ak−1 −Bk−1)

This, together with the equationA2 − B2 = (n − 1)(n − 2) − [(n − 1) + (n −
2)2] = 1 (which is verified by direct computation), inductively yieldAk − Bk =
(−1)k.

THEOREM 4. Every cycle isn-monophilic for alln ≥ 2.

Proof. Let C be a cycle of lengthk with ann-color list for each vertex. Letα be
the path of lengthk − 2 obtained by removing one vertexv and its two incident edges
from C. Assigning a colorc ∈ Lv to v leavesn− 1 or n possible colors to pick from
for each of the two verticesu andw adjacent tov. If we think of α as a(k − 2, n)-
path (by throwing out one color from each ofLu − {c} andLw − {c} if it containsn
colors), we see from Lemma 1 that the smallest possible number of proper colorings
for α is Ak−2 or Bk−2, depending on the parity ofk.

Case 1:k is odd. ThenAk−2 < Bk−2. Now, as a(k − 2, n)-path,α will haveAk−2

proper colorings if itsn-color lists are identical and its(n− 1)-color lists foru andw
are also identical and are subsets of then-color lists. It follows that if all the lists for
C are identical, its number of proper colorings will be minimized.

Case 2:k is even. (We assumek ≥ 4, since a cycle cannot have only two edges.)
ThenBk−2 < Ak−2. Now, as a(k − 2, n)-path,α will have Bk−2 proper colorings
iff its n-color lists are identical and its(n− 1)-color lists foru andw are distinct and
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are subsets of then-color lists. In this case, without loss of generality,Lv 6= Lw; so
there is a colorc in Lv that is not inLw. Hence after assigning colorc to v there will
still be n possible choices for coloringw. Thus the number of proper colorings forα
(after assigningc to v) is at leastBk−2 + Ak−3 (since whenk is evenAk−3 < Bk−3).

We show as follows that this results inC having a larger number of proper colorings
than if all its lists were identical. For, with all lists identical, for each color assigned to
v there would beAk−2 = Bk−2 + 1 proper colorings forα, which would give a total
of

n(Bk−2 + 1)

proper colorings forC. On the other hand, without all lists being identical, there are at
leastBk−2 + Ak−3 proper colorings ofα whenc is assigned tov, and at leastBk−2

proper colorings for each of then− 1 colors ofLv − {c}, giving a total of

Bk−2 + Ak−3 + (n− 1)Bk−2

Thus it’s enough to check thatAk−3 > n for k ≥ 4, which is easily verified from the
the recursive formulas given forAk andBk in the proof of Lemma 1.

THEOREM 5. A connected graph isnot2-monophilic iff all its cycles are even and
it contains at least two cycles whose union is notK2,3.

Proof. We give the proof in two parts, the “if direction” and the “only if direction.”

Part 1: If G is a connected graph such that all its cycles are even and it contains at
least two cycles whose union is notK2,3, then it is not 2-monophilic.

By Lemma 2 below, if all vertices ofG have identical lists, thenG has exactly two
proper colorings. Therefore, to showG is not 2-monophilic, it’s enough to show that
for some set of 2-color lists,G has fewer than two proper colorings. Now, for any
subgraphG′ ⊆ G, whereG′ inherits color lists fromG, each proper coloring ofG
gives a proper coloring ofG′. In other words, if, for some set of 2-color lists forG,
G′ has fewer than two proper colorings, then so doesG. So our goal will be to show
that for some set of 2-color lists, some subgraphG′ ⊆ G has fewer than two proper
colorings.

By hypothesis, there exist two cyclesC andD in G, such thatC ∪D is notK2,3.
Also, as all cycles inG have even length,|C| and |D| must each be greater than or
equal to four (there are no cycles of length two since we are considering simple graphs
only). Depending on how many verticesC andD share, we have three cases, and a
few subcases:

Case 1:C andD are disjoint. SinceG is connected, there exists a pathP from
some vertexv ∈ C to some vertexw ∈ D such thatP − {v, w} is disjoint fromC
andD.

Case 1.1:P has even length. We assign color lists to the vertices ofG′ = C ∪D ∪
P as inFIGURE 1. Each of the three ellipses in the figure represents anodd number
of edges. All the missing vertices inP are given the list{1, 2}. And all the missing
vertices inC andD are given the list{2, 3}.

We will showG′ has no proper colorings with the given lists. Suppose we are trying
to find a proper coloring. If we assign color 1 tov, then its two adjacent vertices in
C will have to be colored 2 and 3. Then, regardless of what colors are assigned to the
remaining vertices, there will be a match involving one of the vertices inC that has
{2, 3} as its list. If, on the other hand, we assign color 2 tov, then, to avoid a match in
P , w will have to be colored 2 also. This will cause a match inD, for a similar reason
as forC. So there is no proper coloring ofG′ with the given lists, as we set out to
show.
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FIGURE 1: Disjoint even cycles connected by an even path

Case 1.2:P has odd length. Then assign color lists toG′ = C ∪D ∪ P as in
FIGURE 2, where each ellipsis again represents an odd number of edges. The proof
thatG′ has no proper colorings is very similar to the case whenP has even length.
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FIGURE 2: Disjoint even cycles connected by an odd path

Case 2:C andD share exactly one vertex. We treat this case just like Case 1.1
above, except that nowv = w, soP has length zero, which is still even.

Case 3:C andD share two or more vertices. IfC ∪D = K2,4, then we’re done,
because, as we saw in the proof of Theorem??, K2,4 has no proper colorings if given
lists as inFIGURE??. So assumeC ∪D 6= K2,4. Also, by hypothesis,C ∪D 6= K2,3.
So, by Lemmas 3 and 4, there exist two verticesv andw connected by three paths
α, β, γ in C ∪D such that the three paths mutually intersect inv andw only, and
α, β, γ have lengths that are, respectively, odd and greater than or equal to1, 3, 3, or
even and greater than or equal to2, 2, 4. In each of these two cases, we will construct
a set of 2-color lists for a subgraphG′ ⊆ C ∪D such thatG′ has no proper colorings.

Case 3.1:α, β, γ have lengths that are, respectively, odd and greater than or equal
to 1, 3, 3. First suppose|α| = 2, |β| = 2, and|γ| = 4. ThenG′ = α ∪ β ∪ γ looks
exactly as inFIGURE ??, whereb plays the role ofv, e the role ofw, α = be, β =
bade, andγ = bcfe. Then, as was proved in the section titled “A counterexample,”
there is no proper coloring ofG′ with lists as inFIGURE ??.

When one or more ofα, β, γ are, respectively, larger than1, 3, 3, we add an even
number of vertices and edges to them, and give each vertex the same list as one of its
adjacent vertices. (For example, when|β| > 3, we add an even number of vertices and
edges toad, thereby keeping|β| odd, and give each new vertex say the list{1, 3}.)
Then, by the same reasoning as before,G′ has no proper colorings.

Case 3.2:α, β, γ have lengths that are, respectively, even and greater than or equal
to 2, 2, 4. First suppose|α| = 2, |β| = 2, and|γ| = 4. ThenG′ = α ∪ β ∪ γ looks
as inFIGURE 3, with v andw labeled. Given the lists inFIGURE 3, it can be verified
thatG′ has exactly one proper coloring.

If one or more ofα, β, γ are, respectively, larger than2, 2, 4, then, as in Case 3.1,
we add an even number of vertices and edges to them, and give each vertex the same
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FIGURE 3: |α| = 2, |β| = 2, and |γ| = 4

list as one of its adjacent vertices. ThenG′ will still have exactly one proper coloring,
which is less than two, as desired. This finishes the proof of Part 1.

Remark. Every non-n-monophilic graph we constructed before Case 3.2 above was
notn-choosable. Recall that a graph isn-choosable if it has a proper coloring for any
given set ofn-color lists assigned to its vertices. Case 3.2, however, shows examples
of graphs that are 2-choosable but not 2-monophilic.

Part 2: If G is not 2-monophilic, then all its cycles are even, and it contains at least
two cycles whose union is notK2,3.

AssumeG is not 2-monophilic. We first showG has no odd cycles. By Lemma 2,
if G contains an odd cycle, then it has no proper colorings when identical 2-color lists
are assigned to its vertices. So the probability of obtaining a match is one; i.e.,G is
2-monophilic, which is a contradiction.

SinceG is not 2-monophilic, by Theorem??, it is not a tree. So it must have at
least one cycle. Then, by Theorem?? and Lemma 6,G contains at least two cycles
C andD. If C ∪D 6= K2,3, then we are done. So assumeC ∪D = K2,3, which by
Lemma 8 is 2-monophilic. This implies thatG must contain a cycleE 6⊂ C ∪D, for
otherwise, by Lemma 6,G would be 2-monophilic. Now we can verify, case by case
(details omitted), thatC ∪D ∪ E contains two cycles whose union is notK2,3, as
desired. This completes the proof of Part 2 and Theorem??.

LEMMA 2. LetG be a connected graph with identical 2-color lists assigned to its
vertices. Then: (1)G has no proper colorings if it contains an odd cycle. (2)G has
exactly two proper colorings if it contains no odd cycles.

Proof. The proof is short and elementary, and is left as an exercise for the reader.

LEMMA 3. Let G be a graph with no odd cycles. SupposeG contains two cycles
C andD that share at least two vertices and whose union is neitherK2,3 nor K2,4.
ThenC ∪D contains a cycle of length greater than or equal to six.

Proof. SinceG has no odd cycles, all its cycles must have length at least four. If
C or D has length six or greater, there is nothing to show. So assume they both have
length four. Now we have several cases, depending on the number of vertices and edges
thatC andD share. A case by case examination (details omitted) shows that there is
in fact only one case—whenC andD share exactly one edge and two vertices—that
satisfies all the conditions in the hypotheses: no odd cycles, andC ∪D does not equal
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K2,3 or K2,4. ThenC ∪D must look as inFIGURE ??, so it contains a cycle of length
six, as desired.

LEMMA 4. Let G be a graph with no odd cycles. SupposeG contains two cycles
C andD that share at least two vertices, with|D| ≥ 6. Then there exist two vertices
v andw connected by three pathsα, β, γ in C ∪D such that the three paths mutually
intersect inv and w only, andα, β, γ have lengths that are, respectively, odd and
greater than or equal to1, 3, 3, or even and greater than or equal to2, 2, 4.

Proof. Let α be a pathv1, · · · , vk in C such thatv1 andvk are inD, but for1 <
i < k, vi 6∈ D. Such a path exists becauseC andD share at least two vertices and
C 6= D.

Let v = v1, w = vk. Thenv andw split D into two pathsβ andγ whose interiors
are disjoint from each other, as well as fromα. By hypothesis,|β|+ |γ| = |D| ≥ 6.
Since all cycles inG are even,α, β, andγ must have the same parity. If they are odd,
then|β| and|γ|must each be greater than or equal to 3. And if they are even, then the
larger one of|β| and|γ|, which we will rename, if necessary, to be|γ|, must be greater
than or equal to 4.

LEMMA 5. Every even cycle is 2-monophilic.

Proof. LetC be an even cycle, with a 2-color listLv assigned to each vertexv ∈ C.
If all the lists are identical, then, by Lemma 2, there are exactly two proper colorings.
So it’s enough to show when the lists are not all identical there are always at least two
proper colorings.

Let v andw be adjacent vertices with distinct lists. LetP be the path obtained by
removing the edgevw from C. We will show there are two proper colorings forP that
remain proper after adding back the edgevw.

First we need a definition. Letx andy be any two vertices inP . Suppose when we
assign a certain colorc ∈ Lx to x, there is a proper coloring ofP only for one of the
colorsd ∈ Ly assigned toy. Then we sayc forcesd.

If each color inLv forces a color inLw, then all the lists inP are identical. To see
why, denote the vertices ofP by v = v1, · · · , vk = w. Then each color inLvi

forces
a color inLvi+1

. SoLvi
= Lvi+1

, which implies all the lists inP are identical.
But v andw have distinct lists. So at least one of the colors inLv forces neither

color in Lw. Let Lv = {a, b} andLw = {c, d}. Then, without loss of generality,a
forces neitherc nor d. So there are two proper colorings ofP with a assigned tov,
and at least one withb assigned tov.

If a is different from bothc andd, then both proper colorings that assigna to v
remain proper after adding back the edgevw, as desired. On the other hand, suppose
a is not different from bothc andd. Then, without loss of generality,a = c. So the
proper coloring witha assigned tov andd to w remains proper after adding back the
edgevw. Also, b 6= c, sinceb 6= a. And b 6= d, since{a, b} 6= {c, d}. So the proper
coloring withb assigned tov, too, remains proper after adding back the edgevw.

Let G be a graph. Toadd a terminal edgeto G means to add a new vertex and
connect it by a new edge to a vertex inG.

LEMMA 6. Let G′ be a connected subgraph of a connected graphG such thatG′

contains every cycle ofG. ThenG is n-monophilic iffG′ is.

Proof. Since every cycle ofG is contained inG′, there is a finite sequence of con-
nected graphsG′ = G1, G2, · · · , Gk = G such that, for eachi, Gi+1 is obtained from
Gi by adding a terminal edge. By Lemma 7,Gi is n-monophilic iff Gi+1 is. SoG is
n-monophilic iff G′ is.
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LEMMA 7. SupposeG is obtained from a connected graphG′ by adding a terminal
edge toG′. ThenG is n-monophilic iffG′ is.

Proof. Let v andw be the endpoints of the terminal edge, withw the vertex inG
that’s not inG′. Given a set ofn-color lists for the vertices ofG, let G′ inherit color
lists fromG. Each proper coloring ofG′ can be extended to eithern− 1 or n different
proper colorings ofG, according to whether or not the color assigned tov in the given
proper coloring ofG′ is in the list forw. Therefore, the number of proper colorings
of G is minimized iff the number of proper colorings ofG′ is minimized andv andw
have identical lists. SoG is n-monophilic iff G′ is.

LEMMA 8. K2,3 is 2-monophilic.

Proof. In FIGURE 4 we have labeled the five vertices ofK2,3 asu, v, w, x, andy.
Given 2-color listsLu, Lv, Lw, Lx, andLy, if they are all identical, then by Lemma 2
there are exactly two proper colorings. So, to showK2,3 is 2-monophilic, it’s enough
to show that when the lists are not all identical, there are at least two proper colorings.
Now,Lx andLy share zero, one, or two colors. We’ll show in each of these three cases
there are always at least two proper colorings.

��

��

�

FIGURE 4: K2,3

Case 1:Lx andLy share two colors. So we can, without loss of generality, assume
Lx = Ly = {1, 2}. If we assign color 1 to bothx andy, then there exists a proper
coloring, since each ofu, v, w will have at least one color other than 1 in its list.
Similarly, we can obtain a second proper coloring by assigning color 2 to bothx and
y.

Case 2:Lx andLy share one color. So we can assumeLx = {1, 2} andLy =
{1, 3}. If at least one of the verticesu, v, w, does not contain color 1 in its list, then
we can obtain two proper colorings by assigning color 1 to bothx andy. On the other
hand, if all three verticesu, v, w contain color 1 in their lists, then we can obtain one
proper coloring by assigning color 2 tox, 3 toy, and 1 tou, v, w, and another proper
coloring by assigning color 1 to bothx, y and using the second color in each of the
lists foru, v, w.

Case 3:Lx andLy share no colors.
Case 3.1:Lu, Lv, or Lw is disjoint fromLx or Ly. Without loss of generality,

assumeLu is disjoint fromLx. Let G′ be the graph obtained by removing the edge
xu. Then, by Theorem?? and Lemma 6,G′ is 2-monophilic, so it has at least two
proper colorings. Each of these is also a proper coloring forK2,3, becausex andu
have disjoint lists and adding back the edge between them will not introduce a match.

Case 3.2:Each ofLu, Lv, andLw intersects bothLx andLy. SinceLx andLy

share no colors, we can assumeLx = {1, 2} andLy = {3, 4}. SoLu, Lv, andLw are
in the setS = { {1, 3}, {1, 4}, {2, 3}, {2, 4} }.
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If Lu, Lv, andLw are all distinct, then, without loss of generality, we can assume
Lu = {1, 3}, Lv = {1, 4}, andLw = {2, 3}. So{2, 4} is disjoint fromLu. Therefore
we can obtain two proper colorings by assigning color 2 tox, 4 toy, and each of the
two colors inLu to u.

On the other hand, suppose two or more ofLu, Lv, andLw are the same. Then at
least two of the four lists inS are not amongLu, Lv, andLw. And for each such list
we can obtain at least one proper coloring.
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